Ireland's generic repeat design schools programme

Extendibility
The 8-classroom school acts as a core containing all ancillary spaces, including a school hall, and allows for extending up to 12 or 16 classrooms. By locating fire stairs at the corridor ends, it is possible to add further extensions in two directions.
Security
With child safety as a key criterion, passive elements include a prominent entrance to give clear direction, with a draught lobby enabling secure vetting of visitors. Within the school, passive supervision is enhanced by the central atrium and glazed screens.
The acoustic environment
A good acoustic environment is provided in all spaces, which is essential for the integration of special educational needs pupils.
ThE BEnEfITS of A GrD
The strong points of the GRD model are as follows:
• A fully considered educational model.
• Extendibility and future-proofing potential of the initial core school.
• Timeline savings through the application of an off-the-shelf solution.
• Reduced professional fees on repeat sites.
• Improved internal environments.
• Reduced cost-in-use, whole life cycle and maintenance costs.
• Greater cost certainty in budget projection and planning of schools' capital programme.
PASSIvE SolAr DESIGn
Key principles
• A larger area of glazing should face towards the sun rather than away from it.
• The orientation of the sun-facing windows should take into account the short operating day of a primary school, i.e. 9.00am to 3.00pm, and that most heating energy is needed during the early stages of the day.
• Rooms that are operated at a cooler temperature should face away from the sun as they do not require as much heating.
Ground floor plan: south and east facing classrooms. Alternative south and north entrances.
Ireland's generic repeat design schools programme orientation
The orientation of a school building has a significant effect on its heating energy use and also has an effect on the usefulness of daylight provided.
The generic school design has been arranged with its classrooms facing both east and south to take advantage of early morning sun. The school hall, plant room, switch room, stores and stairwells have been placed on the north and west sides of the building as these rooms operate at a lower temperature and will provide a buffer space for the rest of the building. 
Percentage of glazing facing the sun
Entrances
Schools are one of the main public buildings in communities; this consideration prompted the need for clear way-finding to the main entrance. Maintaining a prominent entrance resulted in two slight variations of the design, with main entrances to the north or south, to ensure that the passive solar orientation can still be optimised on almost any site. Once a site is selected, a single main entry should also be determined in order to give a sense of welcome and arrival.
North entrance with canopy Typical classroom demonstrating good daylight distribution
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A typical classroom
The graphic below (typical classroom plan) indicates the results of the daylight analysis for a typical classroom. Classroom depths and glazing areas were optimised to provide a quality daylight distribution.
The results indicate the average daylight factor is 5.2% over the task area. These confirm that the classrooms are provided with excellent levels of daylight. The high-level windows in particular give a very good distribution of daylight to the rear of the room. This means that it is possible to use the classrooms without additional artificial lighting for 80% of the working hours of 9.00am to 3.00pm, throughout the school year. 1% 4% 7% 10% 13% 16% 19% 21% 25% 28% 31% 34%
The school hall: balanced glare-free daylight from windows and high-level roof lantern
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vEnTIlATIon natural ventilation
All rooms are provided with single-sided natural ventilation with the exception of the school hall, which has cross ventilation by means of additional high-level roof windows. Classroom depths in particular have been minimised in order to maximise ventilation and daylight distribution.
ThErMAl PErforMAncE Building form
The use of a two-storey building, and the relatively tight plan produced by nesting the school hall between the two classroom blocks, results in a relatively low external surface-to-floor area ratio. This relatively low area of exposed external surfaces results in less heat loss through the building fabric.
Typical classroom plan, daylight analysis Ireland's generic repeat design schools programme
Insulation
By way of ensuring longevity of the basic design, the first GRD schools constructed in 2005-06 were insulated to higher than the required building regulation values at that time. The GRD schools better the requirements of the current 2008 building regulations.
Air leakage
Careful detailing makes the building more airtight and eliminates unwanted draughts. This reduces the amount of cold air leaking into the building overnight and so less heat is required to bring the school up to a comfortable temperature when the children arrive in the morning.
EnErGy uSAGE
Great care has been taken to optimise the energy performance of every aspect of the school, resulting in a design that uses less than 50% of the energy used by a school built to good international best practice CIBSE standards. The measured yearly energy usage is: electrical 15kWh/m 2 /yr, heating 42 kWh/m 2 /yr, i.e. a total of 57kWh/m 2 /yr.
furThEr DEvEloPMEnTS Enhancing the design
To "future proof" the design, and by way of further development, improvements have been made to the building fabric insulation. These are estimated to result in a further improvement in heating energy usage to the order of 20%.
South-and east-facing classroom blocks with south entrance between them 
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Energy usage in Irish primary schools
